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Rarity definition antonym

Other useful places with antonyms of this word: 1 (noun) in the sense of curioDefinitionsomething, which is valuable because it is unusualO rarities include an interview with Presley.Synonyms curio a shop that sold antiques and curios treasure Charlie? Oh he's a treasure, he's so kind.one-off curiosity The fireplaces and windowsills are adorned with curiosities. pearl Castel Clara
was a gem of a hotel.collector's item See examples for synonyms 2 (noun) in the sense that uncommonnessDefinitionden state of being rareIt indicates the rarity of such attacks. Synonymous lack of food and water frequency unusualness deficiency There is no shortage of ideas. strangeness the breathy strangeness of the music singularity his sudden, turbulent style and
singularity of his appearancesParseness See examples for synonyms 3 (nouns) in the sense of excellenceSynonyms expertise a school once known for its academic excellence quality a college of qualityfinness exquisiteness incomcomsplicarabilityrlessnesschonesssuperbnessincomparablenessSee examples for synonyms 4 (noun) in the sense that pricelessnessSynonymsprims
value value of his investment has increased by more than 100%. worth Her boss does not appreciate her true worth until she quit.richness preciousnessinvaluablenessSee examples for synonymsCopyright © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. Further synonymousness of the feeling of curiosityTronches and windowsills are adorned with curiosities.in the feeling
of qualityDefinitiondegree or standard of excellencea college of qualitySynonyms pre-eminence normality, standard, regularity, usual, usualness, ordinary, norm. For in these times, as mender of roads worked, lonely, in the dust, not often worrying to reflect that dust he was, and that dust he must return, is mostly too much concerned in thinking about how little he had for dinner,
and how much more he would eat if he had it- in those times when he raised his eyes from his lonely work , and seen the view, he would see some rough numbers approaching on foot, which was once a rarity in these parts but was now a frequent presence. A Tale of Two Cities A Story of the French Revolution by Charles Dickens For the most part it's 'satire without pity in it,' but
there's here and there a touch of compassion that moves more because of its rarity. Imaginary interviews of WD Howells The air differs in rarity and density as the nature of things is different; when very weakened it becomes fire, when more condensed, wind, and then cloud; and reaches even more condensed, water and soil and stone; and all other things are composed of these;
and he regards movement as eternal, and by this change is created. Nature Mysticism by J. Edward Mercer This is the verbal ability question and answer section about Antonyms with explanation of interview, competitive study ... A. Rarity, B. Intelligence. Intelligence. something strange or unusual, there is an object &lt;an american= visitor= in= that= remote= chinese= village= is=
a= a= rarity=&gt; of interest Synonyms curio, exotic, objet d'art ... rarity - Meaning in Hindi, what is the importance of rarity in hindi dictionary, audio pronunciation, synonyms and ... Pronunciation of rarity ... Antonyms of rarity. Synonyms and antonyms for rarity. 1. rarity (n.) a rarified quality. Synonyms: low density,; density, density ingenuity. 2. rarity (n.) something unusual - maybe
... Antonyms for rarity on Synonyms.net with free online thesaurus, synonyms, definitions and translations. Unlike a rare, unusual, or intriguing object opposite of the property to be scarce opposite of something or someone strange or unusual, there is an object of interest What is striking about the images, although it should not be, is precisely their relentless normality. Contrary to
a discovery The theft of the crown artifact was a loss of epic proportions to the museum. Contrary to the characteristic of being rarely opposite of a person who believes in individualism Opposite of slimness Opposite of a place of interest or wonder, especially to tourists and visitors Contrary to the quality or condition of being unlikely opposite of an immaterial, desirable post,
typically expensive or hard to obtain I do not even like to use my mobile phone But it's a necessity I can't do without. Contrary to the effect, something will probably have on other things (neutral or negative in nature) Contrary to an unexpected or astonishing event or fact He had come to accept his fate with bitter resignation, and a secret tension. See definition of rarity1'the rarity of
earthquakes that have lulled people into a false sense of security'SYNONYMSinfrequency, rarity, unusualness, unusualness, singularity, uniqueness, scarcity, sparseness2'steam locomotives are now becoming something of a rarity'SYNONYMScollector's element, rare person, rare thing, rare bird, wonder, wonder, nonpareil, one of a kind, find, conversation piececuriosity, quirk,
anomaly, freakoutlier, edge caserara newspaperBritish informal one-off, oner Nu , within minutes of seeing a rarity, birders can text friends, alarm listservs, post sightings to Facebook rare bird groups, and-the choice of many-submit comments to eBird, a global online database. After seeing how much of a rarity she was in her new role at NASA and realizing the power of hip-hop,
she decided to combine the two. Meet NASA's Dopest EngineerJoshua EferigheDecember 2, 2020OzyStrange to say, in crossing the higher parts of the Andes-and-north not one of the party suffered from rarity in the air. The Rover of the Andesr.M. BallantyneDue of the continued ascent and rarity of the atmosphere, we have to rest every twenty or thirty steps. Entry: hoped-
forSynonyms: dear, desirable, darling, wanted, wanted, pet, favorite, longed to die forEntonyms: unpopular, unloved, unfashionable, unwanted, for anyone's taste, &lt;/an&gt; &lt;/an&gt; of advantage, in a person's bad/good books, misbegotten, unhappy Entry: inconsistencySynonyms: official, unreliable, suspect, feckless, untrustworthy, flighty, inconsistentAntonyms: reliable,
trustworthy, consistent, sound, safe, reliable, responsible, stable, reputable, as good as your wordIntramission: like gold dustSynonyms: valuable, precious, priceless, irreplaceable, rich, antique, appreciated, appreciated, gilded, gilded-edgedEntry: littleSynonyms: little, pretty, partly, something, quite, a little, mild, vague, guard, beautiful, a tiny: longedsynonyms: dear, desirable,
desirable, precious, darling, wanted, wanted, pet, favorite, to die forEntonyms: unpopular, unloved, unfashionable, unwanted, for someone's taste, out of favor, in a person's bad/good books, misbegotten, unhappy Lonely: rareSynonyms: unusual, special unique, remarkable, odd, remarkable, exotic, characterful, offbeat, nicheCon entering: shortSynonyms: inadequate, inadequate,
poor, sparse, pitiful, tight, short/limited supply, not go far, deficitEntry: covetedSynonyms: dear, desirable, desirable, precious , darling, wanted, wanted, pet, favorite, longed for, to die forEntonyms: unpopular, unloved, unfashionable, unwanted, for someone's taste, out of favor, in someone's bad/good books, misbegotten, unrequitedEntry: uncommonSynonyms: unusual, special,
unique, remarkable, strange, remarkable, exotic, characterful, offbeat, niche 1 something strange or unusual, there is an object of interest an American visitor to this remote Chinese village is a rarity found object, ob trovéu ephemera, virtu (or vertu) wonder, prodigy, rara newspaper, rare bird, wonder abnormality, anomaly, freaky, monster, monstrosity malformation, mutant,
mutation 2 something that is different from, what is common or expected a meal accompanied by wine is a rarity in this house curiosity, peculiarity, singularity of unhappiness, bizarrerie, phenomenon, quirk, vagary distortion, kink, mutation, variation difference, inequality , inconsistencies, inconsistency Page 2 2
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